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Abstract

In this paper, a stripe-mesh type image repre-

sentation scheme and a disparity estimation algo-

rithm based on the stripe-mesh structure are pro-

posed. The mesh structure consists of stripes that

are composed of triangular patches, and lay along

the epipolar direction. The borders of the patches

coincide with the depth discontinuities on the im-

age plane. Thus, inside each patch the depth of

the physical scene can be approximated by planar

surfaces such that each surface is modeled by the

disparity values of the patch corners. The stereo

matching algorithm acquires the structure of the

scene by estimating the disparities within the mesh

patches, using a modi�ed exhaustive search algo-

rithm.

1 Introduction
Extracting the structure of a scene from stereo

images has drawn signi�cant attention in image
processing and computer vision. Similar to the hu-
man visual perception, 3-D structure of a scene
is derived by establishing correspondence between
the points, representing the same 3-D point which
is visible in the two views of the same scene. Dis-
parity vectors, the relative imaging plane di�erence
between the point correspondences, are estimated
by image matching.

In terms of the density of the estimated disparity
vectors for the image pair, majority of the stereo
matching algorithms can roughly be classi�ed as
area-based and feature-based methods.

Area-based methods aim to assign a disparity
value to every point in the image, and employ point
characteristics such as intensity similarity or phase
information as a matching exemplar [1]. Match-
ing is evaluated in the neighborhood of each point
as in regular block matching. Block matching al-
gorithms approximate each local patch of dispar-
ity surface with a horizontal planar patch. This
type of approximation, however, fails to consider
the surface orientation of each local patch. In
spite of its advantage of generating dense dispar-

ity map, area-based process is known to be inher-
ently ambiguous and ill-posed. For instance, com-
putation of disparity fails when matching is per-
formed on edges that are parallel to the epipoles
[3], [4]. As a result, several di�erent smoothness
constraints (either in the estimation stage or as a
post-processing �lter) have been appended to over-
come ill-conditioning, but over-exposing smooth-
ness constraints also attens disparities at discon-
tinuities [6]. Some robust statistical methods of-
fer powerful alternative to smoothness and regu-
larization to lessen the e�ects of modeling errors
[9]. Most area-based methods are sensitive to both
noise and photometric non-linearities due to the
space-varying characteristics of illumination. His-
togram equalization is used to enhance the similar-
ities between the images; yet, it cannot handle lo-
cal intensity divergences. Furthermore, area-based
analysis fails in the regions where texture is absent
or occlusion occurs. Area-based methods that use
phase di�erence or phase correlation are claimed
to robust to mild shading and stable upon the ge-
ometric deformations that occur with perspective
projections of 3-D scenes [5].

Unlike area-based methods, feature based meth-
ods assign disparities only to the feature points
such as edges, corner points or zero crossings of
the image. Feature-based analysis provides more
precise positioning for the feature in individual im-
ages, and it can attain relatively higher accuracy
for its 3-D correspondences. As features are ex-
tracted and described based on information gath-
ered in a rather large region, they are less ambigu-
ous than the point exemplars of the area-based
methods, hence make the stereo matching more
reliable than the former. The problem, however,
is that as features extracted within a larger re-
gion, their shapes might be deformed by the ef-
fect of the perspective projection. Since feature
correspondences should be based on high level in-
variant that is derived from global-wise informa-
tion, feature-based analysis is usually sensitive to



the performance of segmentation and su�er from
occlusion. Such methods require interpolation as
well as some techniques for modeling of occlusion.
In addition, the feature-based process may be con-
fused by large local change in disparity. It is also
very diÆcult to incorporate the smoothness con-
straint into the matching strategy, because it is
most likely to be violated at the edges [8]. They
have trouble in treating scenes containing trans-
parency; as inherently the opacity of the scene is
assumed, appropriate features are hard to obtain
by conventional feature detectors, such as edge and
corner detectors [7].

In this paper, we describe a mesh-based dispar-
ity estimation algorithm that uses patch matching
to acquire disparity vectors for all the points in
the scene. A mesh structure that �ts the depth
discontinuities is developed [2]. This mesh struc-
ture takes the advantage of area matching by cal-
culating matching error criterion on rather large
regions, i.e., patches, while imposing smoothness
constraints by keeping the general structure of the
mesh undeformed. Such patches are chosen that
their borders overlap with the edges where the
probability of having depth discontinuity is quite
higher than the other regions of the image. This
way, mesh structure prevents excessive smooth-
ing of disparity �eld at the disparity discontinu-
ities. The proposed mesh structure is composed
of stripes along the epipolar lines, and later each
stripe is divided into triangular patches. One ratio-
nale of using such striped-mesh is to apply unique-
ness and epipolar line constraints more eÆciently.
Since all possible matches for a point constitute a
line segment parallel to the epipoles, the set of all
possible matches for an arbitrary patch will build
up a stripe. This stripe has the length of maxi-
mum possible disparity value, and the width equals
to the patch height perpendicular to the epipo-
lar direction. Thus, application of uniqueness for
the neighboring patches intuitively suggests using
stripes. To simplify matching scheme, it is also
desirable to generate patches such that their mu-
tual estimation range forms a simple geometric
shape. The rectangular stripes permit to attain
this simplicity. Furthermore, the edges parallel to
the epipoles are forced to coincide with the up and
down sides of the patches, so that ill-conditioning
caused by matching such edges is minimized.

The proposed disparity estimation algorithm
takes the advantages of the stripe mesh to �nd
the structure of a scene from stereo image pairs.
After a preprocessing step which provides initial
disparity values, disparity range and visible image
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Figure 1: Stereo system

regions, the disparity values of the image points
are estimated by matching the patches in the same
stripe. For a patch corner, matching is done by
minimizing squared-frame di�erence error in a win-
dow that consists of certain neighboring patches
around the corner point. The minimum error that
represents the best match is determined by using a
modi�ed exhaustive search algorithm. The dispar-
ity values of the subsequent stripes in the image
are initialized by the disparity values obtained for
the previous ones. The estimation is done in a hi-
erarchical manner from coarse to �ner resolution
levels.

In the following section are provided the formu-
lation of stereo imaging system and mesh structure.
Section III describes patch matching algorithm. In
Section IV, the results are discussed.

2 Formulation

2.1 Stereo System

The stereo-scopic camera system is centered in
Cartesian coordinate system (X;Y; Z) and view-
ing direction is chosen as the Z-axis. Both of the
camera image planes (x; y)'s are located normal to
the Z-axis at a focal length, f , distance from the
origin as shown in Fig.1. Let the baseline, B, of
the stereo-scopic camera system be parallel to the
X-axis, and image planes be coplanar, thus image
coordinate plane's x and y axes are parallel to the
X and Y axes respectively. Then, perspective pro-
jections of a 3-D point are

xL = f
X

Z
; yL = f

Y

Z

xR = f
X +B

Z
; yR = f

Y

Z
:



From the above relations, we can derive the dis-
parity, d, as

d = xR � xL = f
B

Z

Let fR(x) and fL(x) be M �N left and right im-
ages. Then, fR and fL are related by

fR(x) = fL(x � d(x))

where d(x) is the disparity vector function. If we
assume that the depth of the scene in each patch
corresponds to a planar surface

Z = aX + bY + c

then, we obtain disparity for the same patch in
terms of image plane coordinates (xL; yL) as

d = �
B

c
(axL + byL � f)

which is a planar equation. In other words, if
the depth of the physical scene corresponding to a
mesh patch is a planar surface, the disparity values
of the patch can be aÆne modeled. This enables us
to estimate disparity by using simple aÆne func-
tions while adequately modeling the 3-D structure
on planar surfaces.

2.2 Mesh Generation

The stripe-mesh is constructed from the edge
maps of the left image. The vertical and horizon-
tal edge maps, V (x) and H(x), are obtained by
using 3 � 3 sobel operators, and later, re�ned by
a con�dent algorithm to enhance the line continu-
ity. A sparse and global block matching is used to
derive the maximum, minimum and average dis-
parities within a predetermined range. For each
row, an edge strength score, hi, is calculated by
adding H(x) for x = 1 � � �M; y = i. This score
provides an insight on the total magnitudes of the
edges that are oriented horizontally and intersect
the corresponding row. The up and down borders
of a stripe, s, are decided by choosing the biggest
hi's by simultaneously constraining them with a
closeness and a minimum stripe width criteria.
Within each stripe, the strength of each possible
abutting line segments, lj , is calculated similarly
by projecting H(x) and V (x) on the possible line
directions. The biggest lj 's, exceeding a strength
threshold and representing the line segments that
are suÆciently away from the previously selected
ones, are chosen as quadrilateral patch borders. In
the decision-making process, the selections caus-
ing irregular triangularization are also discarded.
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Figure 2: Patch indexing

To achieve vertical continuity of the line segments
from stripe to stripe, lj 's are weighted by such a
function that if there is a line segment chosen as
patch border in the previous stripe which is close to
the lines corresponding to lj 's in the present stripe,
the lj 's are increased. This weighting forces patch
borders in conjoint stripes to align as much as pos-
sible. Then each quadrilateral patch is divided
into two triangle patches, p's. These patches form
stripe-mesh M(s; pn) where s stands for stripe
number, p stands for patch number, and n is one
of the three corners, i.e. nodes. Note that either
M(s; p1) = M(s; p + 11);M(s; p2) = M(s; p + 13)
orM(s; p2) =M(s; p+11);M(s; p3) =M(s; p+13)
holds for a regularly connected mesh structure as
shown in Fig.2.

The nodes at which horizontal edges does not
exist in a neighborhood are marked. Disparity �eld
at such a node is supposed to be changing smoothly
in vertical direction. Thus, when the estimation er-
ror is calculated, up and down neighboring patches
will also be included in the matching window.

3 Matching Algorithm

After mesh is generated, the disparity values of
the nodes are estimated one stripe at a time by
minimizing frame di�erence errors. First, node dis-
parity values are initialized. At each node, initial
disparity value is obtained by block matching for
8�8 window size. This estimation supports dispar-
ity values only for node points without considering
the disparity uctuation inside the patches.

For horizontally continuous disparity estima-
tion, mesh is transformed to a simpler, con-
nected form Mc as M(s; 2q � 1

1
) 7!Mc(s; q1) and

M(s; 2q � 1
3
) 7! Mc(s; q2) for q = 1 � � � p

2
. Then,

q1; q2 are processed at each step. While anchor-
ing the nodes q � 11; q � 12; q + 11, and q + 12 on
the preceding and succeeding borders, matching er-



rors are calculated for all possible combination of
disparity values for the current two nodes q1; q2.
The disparity values of the points inside a patch
are interpolated from the disparity values of the
nodes. Matching error is computed over patches
p + 1; p + 2; p + 3 for node q1, and over patches
p; p + 1; p + 2 for node q2. See Fig.3. The neigh-
boring patches in the upper and lower stripes are
also included if the current nodes are marked ac-
cordingly. Sum of squared frame di�erence is used
as matching error measure,

Ei=1;2 =
1

2

X

p2Nqi

X

x2Rp

(fL(x)

�fR(x+ g(x; d(M(s; pn) jn=1;2;3))))
2

where Nq is the neighborhood of the corresponding
q as given in Fig.3, Rp is the set which includes all
the points inside the patch p. The function g is a
linear interpolator, which derives disparity values
of interior points from the disparity values of the
nodes.

A penalty term is added in the matching error
in order to prevent the estimated left and right
borders from colliding or crossing. The disparity
combination which gives the minimum error is cho-
sen as the disparity estimates. While the following
node pair is processed, previously estimated val-
ues are used instead of pre-initialized values. After
minimization is done for the whole stripe, it is re-
peated to re�ne the results.

If continuity is to be dismissed, then matching
is done for each triangular patch separately. The
error terms for the neighboring patches are also
included in the matching error by weighting these
terms depending on the degree of the discontinuity.

The next stripe is initialized with the estimated
values of the previous one. The upper nodes in the
next stripe are initialized with the disparities at
the image coordinates of these nodes, if the nodes
are marked respectively.

The above algorithm is applied in a hierarchical
manner from coarse to �ner resolution levels. The
disparities obtained in the previous resolution level
are weighted and added to initial values obtained
by block matching algorithm.

4 Experimental Results
The proposed algorithm has been tested with

natural and arti�cial image pairs. Fig.4 shows
a 320 � 240 left image with 32 pixels maximum
disparity. As seen in Fig.5, the patch borders of
the generated mesh match well with the edges of
the original image. The signal-to-noise ratio's for
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Figure 3: Matching regions for continuous dispar-
ity estimation

SNR PSNR

Originals 6.00 14.02
Input image size: 160� 120
8� 8 Block matching 17.85 25.83
Patch matching (1st ite.) 19.76 27.86

Patch matching (2nd ite.) 20.31 28.42
Input image size: 320� 240
8� 8 Block matching 19.63 27.65
Patch matching (1st ite.) 19.07 27.00

Patch matching (2nd ite.) 19.33 27.26

Table 1: Estimation errors

di�erent resolution input images are presented in
Table 1. The density of the patches and the to-
tal number of stripes can be increased by decreas-
ing the strength thresholds and closeness distance.
Although using dense meshes allows to approxi-
mate disparity more accurately in patches, it slows
the calculation process. Besides, the probability of
mismatch rises as the average patch region, hence
spatial information entering the matching window
decreases. The resultant depth map (Fig.7) is con-
tinuous both vertically and horizontally. In ad-
dition, it doesn't have major estimation errors as
in block matching of texture-free image segments
(Fig.6). The experiments show that the accuracy
of resultant depth �elds depends on the resolution
of the stripe mesh (Compare Figs. 5-7 with Fig.8).
Furthermore, the depth �elds are more similar to
the actual ones and less noisy than those obtained
by the block matching.



Figure 4: Original 320� 240 left image

5 Discussion
In this paper, we present a disparity estimation

algorithm that uses stripe mesh to improve the ac-
curacy of matching process. Instead of using regu-
lar blocks, an image-dependent, edge-adaptive seg-
mentation scheme is employed to obtain the match-
ing windows. This way, estimation errors caused
by matching blocks that contain discontinuous and
non-constant disparity values as a result of occlu-
sion and depth changes are minimized. A mesh
is generated from the image pair such that bor-
ders (line segments connecting mesh nodes) overlap
with the edges of the base image. Since disparity
space is bounded by the epipolar line constraint,
for the stereo system, the mesh nodes are orga-
nized to form stripes along the epipolar direction.
Using stripes eases the task of checking uniqueness
constraint that states a point can only have one
correspondence in the other image, and eliminates
interfering with the previously processed patches
in the estimation algorithm. Furthermore, alloca-
tion of nodes as proposed achieves a good trade-o�
between the accuracy of the estimation and the
number of mesh nodes or mesh patches.
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